Governor Glenn W. Hollins

First Lady Susan and I have been making our visits throughout this wonderful state. We are moved by the numbers of service projects that hard working Kiwanians perform each and every year. We have been extended the utmost in hospitality and friendship—for that we both sincerely thank you. We know that you have taken your time and money to create these special events for us and we want you to know that it is truly appreciated. We learned about each of your areas and you have given us special gifts which will always serve as mementos.

By the time you read this, we will be making our final preparations for our International Convention in Hawaii. With the help of our New York Kiwanians, we plan to work very hard to get our candidate PG Tom DeJulio elected as Kiwanis International Trustee. If you are attending, please see DPG Pat Cooney to make sure you are on one of our teams to give out Tom’s brochures.

In lieu of expensive giveaways, PG Tom has asked Kiwanians to participate in a service project. We will be giving out coloring books and crayons with the “Color Their World” theme. Kiwanians will be asked to add their club’s name and location to the cover. We will then collect them and have them distributed to children in Hawaii. The “Everyone Is Someone Special” coloring project does not have the expense of giveaways.

The Integrated Domestic Violence (IDV) Courts respond to an historic problem in the court system, which requires domestic violence victims and their families to appear in different courts before multiple judges, often located in different parts of a county, to address their legal issues. Dedicated to the “one family - one judge” model, IDV Courts allow a single judge to hear multiple cases - criminal, family and matrimonial - which relate to one family where the underlying issue is domestic violence. IDV Courts aim to provide more informed judicial decision-making and greater consistency in court orders, while reducing the number of court appearances. In addition, these courts offer enhanced services to victims and ensure offender accountability.

Judge Elma shared her experiences presiding over the Monroe County IDV Court and related how this court is really helping families deal with many destructive issues. The judge claims that she has seen a success rate of over 90%.

The Gates-Greece Club hosted the visit at the Airport Marriott in Rochester. While Governor Glenn met with the Genesee Club Presidents and Secretaries, Lt. Governor Joanne arranged for the Honorable Elma A. Bellini, Monroe County Acting Supreme Court Justice, Integrated Domestic Violence Parts, to address First Lady Susan Groenewoud and the partners of the Genesee Division.

Honorable Elma A. Bellini addresses Genesee partners and First Lady Susan.

The GENESSEE DIVISION — under the leadership of LG Joanne Underwood welcomed New York District Governor Glenn Hollins and First Lady Susan to their official visit. The Governor and First Lady were treated to a delicious dinner and presented many gifts from the Genesee Division Clubs. LG Joanne made sure every detail was special and got a tremendous turnout for the Governor’s visit.
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